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LETTER FROM THE CLUB COMMITTEE

Dear Members,
By the time you read this, the 'New Year' will be well underway and not so new 
anymore so the committee wishes you a happy 'Remainder of 2020'. 
In the committee letter for the November 2019 magazine we alluded to the problems 
facing the future of many pure bred breeds such as the Bouvier in South Africa. The 
present constitution was drawn up at a time when breed security was less of a risk 
than it is now and perhaps focussed on pure bred dogs to the extent that owners of 
unregistered Bouviers could interpret as making them unwelcome in the Club. This 
has actually never been the case - you do not even have to own a dog, let alone a 
registered Bouvier, to be a Club member and owners of unregistered, cross bred or 
non-Bouvier pets have always been welcome here. We also have to acknowledge 
the diminishing attraction of "clubs" in many spheres of life in a society that is busy, 
tends to be home based and inward focussed (e.g. going out to events/club nights 
etc. for social interaction has been superseded for many by interaction on social 
media) and we need to take this into account when considering how to survive in a 
changed world. 
Those passionate about this Club have discussed whether survival was even worth 
trying in the face of hurt to the Club and some of its members caused by untrue 
statements blasted over social media by a couple of ex-members last year but the 
resounding vote from the 2019 AGM was "most definitely try". Within this Club 
network, there is considerable depth of breed knowledge and this has always been 
generously given to anyone with an interest in the Bouvier - both within and outside 
of the club. However, we certainly have difficulty in conveying the availability and 
reliability of this resource in today's environment, especially where self-appointed 
experts and influencers abound and the average person does not critically evaluate 
the advice or information posted on the internet or social media- just look at how 
many people want advice on pet health issues from other people whose expertise 
they don't even know but totally trust - a vet must find it extremely frustrating to be 
the last port of call for a sick dog - but effectively that is what we are up against as a 
breed club! So what are we doing about it?
Firstly, the committee has been quietly busy behind the scenes with a re-draft of the 
constitution as was discussed at our AGM. We are not under any illusions that a new 
constitution will attract members as most of our members have zero interest in those 
sort of mechanics but a constitution is important in that it dictates how we conduct 
our business and, amongst other changes, we would like to enable interested 
people who are currently not able to participate in any General Meetings to have 
more of a voice (voting is governed by constitutional requirements but our members 
have always been encouraged get in touch if they have a view on something - 
contact details are in the front of the magazine). We are aiming to have the draft 
completed for discussion and hopefully, approval, at the upcoming AGM. All 
members will have an opportunity to comment before the time. 
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Secondly, we acknowledge that it is difficult for our members to participate on our 
Club Facebook page. One obvious solution would be to establish a Club Facebook 
group where anyone can post but we are reluctant to find we are over extended with 
the administrative requirements that this would impose to ensure only reliable 
information was posted and basic ethics were maintained. We certainly do not want 
to be a new-look Gumtree/Junk Mail for promoting puppies from backyard breeders 
and have already had to delete such posts from our Club page. The reality is that 
most of our members who are involved with their Bouvs in various activities actually 
prefer doing the stuff to talking about it on Facebook so it may be difficult to obtain 
stimulating participation that differentiates us from similar Facebook groups that 
already serve well those who just want to post photos of their dogs. However, we are 
aware our website needs a re-vamp and are looking into ways that we could make 
this interactive as part of an update/complete rehash. Any constructive inputs from 
our membership would be welcome.
We are most grateful to Barry Schönfeldt for his assistance in compiling the Club's 
electronic magazine since the AGM last year and very pleased that he has agreed to 
do so for this year. For February and May last year, we used a commercial supplier 
which had an associated price tag but, as a result of Barry's offer, we have been able 
to keep our membership subscriptions at an affordable level for the upcoming year 
and you will be receiving a reminder about renewal in the next few weeks. Our 
subscription costs had not been increased since 2016 so we hope you will still find 
us good value. If you decide not to renew, we would appreciate your taking the time 
to tell us why so we can either rectify it or consider your input for our survival route 
forward.
Our condolences are extended to the Bezuidenhoudt family who have just said 
'Good-bye" to Florida at just a few days short of her thirteenth birthday. Frik imported 
her from the Netherlands as a puppy and, in her youth she served him well as a 
brood bitch, having produced forty two puppies for Clartal, and latterly as a much 
loved doggie person in the Bezuidenhoudt household. We are sorry to hear the 
news.
We have been pleased to receive some short articles from our members about their 
special dogs and hope that you will enjoy reading them so much that you will send us 
similar write ups for inclusion in later magazines. The committee appreciates the 
response from our members and from the feedback we get,  it is clear that members 
enjoy reading each other's news and about each other's dogs. We have met one 
another at shows over the years - and some of us have never met in person - so it is 
great to get personal updates.
Talking of the times we get together as a Club, please make a note of the following 
dates where social activities which include your Bouvs will be combined with 
business: the AGM will be held on 23rd May 2020 and the show on 27th June 2020, 
both events will take place in Pretoria. Detailed notices will be sent out.

Enjoy reading.
The Committee
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Firstly, a huge thank you to the people who responded to the request for tales about 
their Bouvs. It was very heartening to hear from so many about furkids both past and 
present. At a time when one has become used to requests for contributions not 
eliciting any response, I am delighted to have had 7 stories from 5 different club 
members. THANK YOU! 
I would love Members Memoirs to become a regular feature of the magazine and 
hope that these stories will spur on others to add their stories. After all, we all have or 
have had the best bouvier ever and being the characters they all are, there must be 
umpteen untold stories out there.
The Australian Open tennis is now in full swing and although the rain might be a 
nightmare for the organisers one can only give thanks for the fact that it has brought 
great relief to the firefighters who have been struggling for months to get some sort 
of control over the hundreds of forest fires that have been and, in some cases still 
are, raging.. The effects have been catastrophic. The loss of homes and 
possessions has been huge but homes can be rebuilt and most possessions 
replaced. It is the unprecedented loss of wildlife that has been the hardest for me to 
comprehend. They talk of hundreds of thousands of animals killed, whole 
populations of koalas wiped out, habitats decimated and burnt and injured animals 
arriving daily at refuges. Australia is well used to forest fires, falling victim to them 
every year with the eucalyptus being such an oil-rich tree but the scale and 
distribution seems excessive. Why did this happen? Arson? Lightning strikes? One 
thing I think we can all agree on is the fact that the tinder dry vegetation following 
sustained periods of drought has exacerbated the problem.
We dont have to turn to Australia to see evidence of the devastating effect that 
mankind is having on our planet. We hear daily of the plight of farmers in the Karoo 
and elsewhere whose livestock is dying; species like our African Penguin declining 
at an alarming rate; the rivers and oceans are a floating mass of plastic and 
extremes of temperature are becoming the norm with heatwaves here and snow 
and ice storms in the north. When people in the know like David Attenborough sound 
the alarm we should sit up and take notice.
There is no Plan B. We have only one planet and it deserves our protection.
We can all do our bit - don’t litter; pick up trash even if its not ours; don’t drop 
stompies (they are a curse and don’t break down); educate the youth; use water 
sparingly even when there are no official restrictions otherwise next time the Ark 
might just try it without humans! 

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
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MEMBERS’ MEMOIRS

FUD
by Anthony Costandius

My first introduction to a Bouvier was in 1986. At that time I was based in Kimberley 
and had just become an Officer at the South African Intelligence School in 
Kimberley. I had a single room in the Officers' Mess at Jack Hindon. As a bonus I had 
also just met my future wife, Ronel, who was a music teacher at Diamandveld High.
Early in 1986 I was strolling through the midtown of Kimberley and saw this little 
black puppy look at me through the window of a pet shop. Now, (A) having grown up 
with dogs, I adore them and (B) I am a softy. So quite soon the puppy had a new 
owner
On taking her back to Jack Hindon, I was still unsure of what to call her. My 
neighbour at Jack Hindon, Russel Binks, saw the dog and insisted that we call her 
FUD (F***ing Useless Dog). Well, it stuck. Shortly after taking her in, I was ordered 
to report to the Colonel Bormann's office. He was the Commander of the "Danie 
Theron Krygskool" and responsible for Jack Hindon. The colonel duly informed me 
that mess regulations prohibited the keeping of dogs. 
He had become aware of the dog when doing room inspection. On approaching my 
bed, he heard a deep growl and lifted my bed spread to find a 10 week old puppy 
ready to have him for lunch. Crisis!
I decided that I would fight this. So I took my old, portable yellow Brother Typewriter 
on which I had just completed my MA in Psychology and wrote a treatise about why it 
was necessary for me to have a dog. I also went to all my mates at Jack Hindon to 
give  their  signature  in  support.  The  treatise  was  then  formally delivered  to  the 

Colonel's office. About three days later I 
again got a summons to appear before 
the Colonel. He looked up at me and 
said in Afrikaans "As 'n man 'n hond 
moet hê,  moet hy 'n hond hê" 
(Translated: If a man must have a dog, 
he must have a dog). Relief!
A visit to the vet established that FUD 
was not a pure bred, but also had some 
Labby blood. She loved water, 
swimming and surfing.

Ultimately FUD came with us to Cape Town and lived for 15 years, before she had a 
severe stroke and had to be euthanased. She was the most intelligent, loyal, vibrant 
and loving dog and gave fully of herself to her family. I still remember her fondly. She 
opened the door for my interested in and love of Bouviers, of which I now have two, 
Emma (8) and Roman (5). Hopefully by next year August we will again welcome a 
Bouvier puppy into our home.

Kleintjie, Angela, FUD (Anthony Costandius)
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LITTLE AMIE’S FAVOURITE TOY
by Magda Labuschagne 

I retired in mid-2014 and the late Neil Kriel convinced me to import a Bouvier puppy 
from working bloodlines from Caya's Home Bouvier Kennels in the Netherlands as a 
retirement gift to myself. The 8-week old Amiga (just Amie - for short) arrived at OR 
Tambo at around midnight one night in September 2014. A busy little girl....
One morning, a couple of months down the line, I was sitting under my lapa reading 
a book. Remember ... I am retired, I am allowed to sometimes just sit around and not 
do anything constructive! Young Amie, then around six months old, was making a 
pretty good job of making a nuisance of herself. Her favourite toy (puppy size) was a 
green, fluffy, star-shaped squeaky toy which we simply referred to as 
Green-Squeak. 
She found Green-Squeak somewhere in the house, brought it to me, dropping the 
toy in my lap, under the book I was reading. Thus the toy was out of my direct line of 
sight. I had to throw Green-Squeak. She would fetch it, come back and drop it in the 
same spot on my lap under the book. Ad infinitum.... just never-ending! I just threw 
the toy every time, not even looking up from my book... automatic... muscle memory 
at its best! Then she stayed away a bit longer and I thought to myself: "Thank 
goodness, she is tired. Now I can read in peace." But don't hold your breath. Soon 
enough she was back, dropping "Green-Squeak" in my lap.
Once again, without moving my book, I picked up "Green-Squeak".... and froze!!! 
This sure as hell wasn't Green-Squeak I was holding. I moved the book to check 
what was in my hand and well.... what happened next will never get past any 
censorship committee! I shrieked and used language not suitable for any family 
magazine! The little terror went out, found a RAT, killed it and dropped it in my lap. 
Here I was sitting with a warm, bloody, freshly killed rat in my hand... ready to throw it 
for Amie! And there she was, tail wagging.... "Mom, this one is much more fun... it 
squeaks and moves all by itself. But somehow it is now broken. Just make it go 
again!" I did throw it... over the fence and out of reach... followed by some more 
colourful words. Then washed my hands for the next hour and threw my 
"contaminated" clothes in the washing.

The lesson in this is simple: Practice 
what you preach! I always tell students 
in my dog school: "When you are out 
with your dog, concentrate on your dog. 
Leave your phone at home. You will 
survive a little while without Whatsapp 
and Facebook. Focus on your dog...!" I 
guess I forgot to add: "Don't read and 
try to play with your dog at the same 
time."
Lesson learned....

Amie and Green-Squeak (Magda Labuschagne)
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I realise that there are people around who do not believe in things which are normally 
considered 'impossible', abstract stuff, stuff that cannot be explained, weird stuff - 
'COMMUNICATING WITH ANIMALS' is an example of such weird stuff. So if you are a 
non-believer, scroll right past this one! I (and Liz Chamberlain too) had the privilege to 
meet exactly such an animal communicator a couple of times, years ago and WOW! 
What an experience! Sheila Trecartin is a well-known Canadian animal communicator 
and has visited South Africa on a few occasions and of course all my dogs went for 
readings with Sheila. The only information Sheila needs from you, being the owner of 
the animal, is the animal's name and (if possible) age and date of birth. NO MORE 
INFORMATION! Everything that follows, coming via Sheila comes straight from the 
animal in question. Such a reading lasts between 30 minutes and an hour, and you will 
be surprised by the stuff that the animal reveals to Sheila about you, the animal in 
question, life in general, your home, etc. Scary accurate
Amie was only 9 months old when I took her for a reading with Sheila in April 2015. I 
always recorded the sessions with Sheila and later transcribed the sessions verbatim, 
otherwise one would easily forget what had been said. So all of this is still on tape 
somewhere in my house (LOL).
During Amie's reading, the following came up quoted directly as Amie said it to Sheila:
Sheila: "She (Amie) says she has come from a place - which she calls an 'estate' and 
she says that she is considered to be a 'prize'. I (Sheila's interpretation) guess this is 
how she brags - she is a 'prize'." 
A ten month old puppy with a huge ego! I never told Sheila that I got Amie from 
CayaKrijnse-Locker, a world-renowned breeder of working-line Bouviers in the 
Netherlands. Caya lives on a small-holding (LOL an estate!) and has bred and trained 
several international working Bouvier champions. After Amie's reading I sent a copy of 
this part of the reading to Caya. Caya immediately responded that Amie's 
interpretation of 'prize' is incorrect. Caya said that just before putting Amie on the plane 
to South Africa she told Amie "You are going to be Magda's 'prize-winning' dog, so 
behave yourself." 
Amie obviously did not get the last (behave yourself) part of the instruction.. AND her 
ego got stuck on the word 'prize'. Up to date, Amie hasn't realized that she actually has 
to work to earn the title of being a 'prize'. Sheila's readings can also be rather 
embarrassing. In February 2009 (the first time Sheila visited South Africa) I took Vicky, 
then only 10 months old for a reading. One of the first things Vicky said to Sheila is: 
"We have a sticky fridge door" You can hear me on the tape recording, saying: "This is 
going to be embarrassing." I explained to Sheila about load-shedding and that at some 
stage my deep freeze started defrosting, and the melted ice and water and blood from 
the frozen meat accumulated at the bottom of the freezer door and then re-froze again 
when the electricity came on. I did not immediately have time to clean the freezer, 
resulting in the freezer door squeaking and groaning and moaning every time I opened 
it. Eish. Don't ever trust a dog to keep your house-cleaning secrets! 
I promise next time  stories about Astrix and Sheila!

AMIE’S EGO AND VICKY’S GOSSIP
by Magda Labuschagne
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MY LOVE AFFAIR WITH THE BOUVIER
DES FLANDERSBy Hazel Johnson

My late husband, veterinarian Dr Brian Corcoran and his partners, were consulting 
vets for Di and Peter Barnard who, from Dutch decent, had several precious Bouvier 
des Flanders. The following story was related: 

Dr Bert van Reenen was on duty one day when Pete came in with one of his dogs, I 
seem to recall that his name was Shane. Having never encountered a Bouv, Bert  
asked Pete about them and in reply Pete said "let me demonstrate". He instructed 
Bert to examine Shane by looking in his ears with his otoscope, listen to his chest 
with his stethoscope etcetc, which he did. After this, Pete said, "Step back" and, in 
Dutch, commanded Shane to "attack" . In Bert's words: "Ek was amperonder die 
verf!" and then, again in Dutch Pete commanded Shane to settle and asked Bert to 
repeat his examination. Bert, heart pounding, shuffled along the floor and hesitantly 
repeated the exam on the now very calm Shane.

With this and his own experience with Pete and Di, Brian told me that if we ever had 
the chance to chose a dog, he would like a Bouv. Being a vet, Brian and I had I don't 
know how many "second hand dogs" which all were super fantastic. Before meeting 
Brian I had bought a dog from the Animal Anti Cruelty for my 21st, Jessica. A 
beautiful story in itself, but so when she died, I contacted the Barnards to help us 
look for a bouv as a surprise for Brian, out of which we shared our lives with Tom 
Cruise In Fur, the Blond Bomb Shell, Jean Drew and Pete and Di had his litter mate 
Zac.  Not  knowing  anything  about  the 

breed, I remember sitting in our lounge 
one day with the now teenage Jean 
Drew and, seeing how he was growing 
in leaps and bounds, feared that we 
would have to move house! 

Decades later, Don came into Joie du la 
Mer's and my life and shared another 
love story with this beautiful soul and 
upon being left without him, Don, now 
smitten with the Breed made us wait 
until a Bouv was available to us. Being 
dog-less for 8 months, our Boo-Bear 
now is sharing our life with all the 
treasures only known by owners of this 
wonderful, wonderful breed, the 
Bouvier des Flanders. BooBear (Don and Hazel Johnson)
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BOB
By Hazel Johnson

It is impossible to believe that so many months have slipped away since we were 
stripped of our Anchor, our Treasure, our impossibly loved and adored Vanvastevast 
Illusive Dream, alias Joie du la Mer and more recently known as Bob. Perhaps it was 
that I had written an Ode to him during his life that the deep searching need to 
express ones sorrow and deep gratitude was not so intense or is it that the ache is so 
heart-wrenchingly unbearable and unthinkable that it is impossible to confront? 
As I type these words his "sister-cat" Seren is tucked under my arm, head on my 
chest, grunting in agreement, eyes half closed. They were such incredible friends 
and encouragement to one another as they moved into three different homes and 
travelled to Cape Town and back twice this year, each with their own paraphernalia, 
including the harness and lead for Seren to join us on our daily walks.The Ode to 
Illusive Dream expressed how, even then as a young "man", Joie du la Mer was my 
joy, my life, my pride, my love. Not for one single moment, through every day he 
lived, did he not live up to this. He was my Second Skin. There were extremely few 
hours that we were not side by side. He was my A.O.M.E. (apple of my eye). Our 
lives, that of mine, Joie du la Mer and Seren, became complete when Don came into 
our lives. Bouviers were unknown to him. And what of cats? Well they were simply 
cats. And then, the magic began. Seren spun her twinkling web and enticed Don into 
her graceful and charming boudoir, and he fell into the tubular tunnel of her web, like 
any tasty morsel would tumble into the trapdoor of the lethal arms of love, wrapped 
around those sharp sheaths at the tips of each of her little fingers. And he loves it! 
And what of that love of Bob and Don? Let him tell his story:
I have always had a love and passion for dogs. My first one being at the age of 5. I 
used to walk him regularly and love him and through the years I have always had at 
least one dog. My last one, Gabby, being a cross Ridgeback/Labrador gave me 19 
years and it took quite a while for me to recover from the loss of Gabby. Then came 
Bob. In all my friendships with dogs, he was unique. He would sit by my side on a 
river bank and gaze on the day's happenings as if he knew exactly what I was 
thinking and we would enjoy these moments together. Besides his occasional bark, 
his eyes would do all the talking. I quickly learned exactly what he was saying. He 
made most of the decisions without being bolshie and I just followed, in pure 
contentment. My morning cup of tea was always accompanied with a Marie Biscuit 
which he thought he was entitled to so he was sometimes called "Bob Marie". After 
trying a ginger biscuit one morning he decided that ginger biscuits were far superior 
to Marie Biscuits and he would henceforth shun the Marie Biscuit (or was it his new 
title he shunned?) Despite his weight of 42kg he thought it quite natural to relax with 
his full weight on top of us and to share the space wherever we were (or Seren's 
space in her cat hammock or basket). He always knew our mood whether sad or 
happy and would nuzzle up to comfort us. He became my most lovable gentle giant. 
The way we, Hazel and I, shared Bob made our love stronger somehow. He brought 
unspeakable joy. Could his name Joie du la Mer have been more perfect or even his 
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registered name Illusive Dream? Being both widows we knew grief intensely but 
Bob drew us together as a family with Seren and was always the cornerstone of 
every decision, action and choice of where to go. I do believe that it has been a good 
thing to have these months to share all his treasured memories and to have the time 
to grieve and to choose our next puppy. Our tears still flow in rivers at the most 
unexpected times as we silently reminisce on the life we willingly shared with this 
departed perfect soul. Thank you Darling Bob. There are still waves of emotion 
which we have to ride but no doubt the tide will soon turn and the waves with our new 
puppy will heal the turbulence.
Never could words be enough but it would be neglectful for us not to end this with a 
tribute to the members and committee of the Bouvier des Flanders Club: Golden 
Reef. It is known in the "doggy world that dog eats dog" but not so in this club. With a 
blond bouvier, (poo poohed then), a novice and nothing but pure pleasure in my two 
bouvs, I have received nothing but encouragement, kindness and support from this 
club. We salute you and thank you and await our new season to walk together with 
our new bouvier puppy. Thank you for leading us to our new "kid" and for the time we 
will share on the road ahead.

BASTEL
By Rolien van Greuning

All our Bouvs are obviously very special 
but just a little something about our first 
child.
Maybe some of the 'oldies' wil l 
remember us.
We got him via Addy Smits. Born on 
28-05-1986 and registered as Chenel  
but to us he was Bastel.
We  obv ious l y  a l so  j o i ned  t he 
show-ring...... and there were really a 
lot of bouvs in our classes...... nice 
times!
A picture was taken at the Bouvier 
Trophy Show on 2 April 1989 ...... we 
even made the news paper.... what a 
proud day for us!!!The judge loved him 

and he was placed FIRST in the following classes: SA Bred, Open, Best in Show, 
BoB, Best Bouv on Show, Best Breeder (Mr Taylor) and CC
We went home with all the trophies to get them engraved. 

About a week after handing in the trophies in Pretoria to be engraved I got a call of a 
break-in at the shop..all our Bouv Trophies were gone!!!
What now???

BASTEL - Bouv Trophy Show1989
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evenings etc. Importantly, with the rearrangement of the lounge, Tom also had a lot 
of safe places he could get to, should he need to escape from an excited Bouvier.
Eventually the day to collect him at the airport arrived. Liz had arranged everything! 
(She really has been amazing!) We were very excited except, the night before, I 
suddenly  wondered,  what  will I  do  if  Tanzo  growls  at  me  and  other  scary, silly 

 I, like most people, was saddened by the news of the death of Debbie Snashall. 
Then the news broke, on Facebook, about the fact that Tanzo and Misty were going 
to be euthanased. We were very aware of all the unpleasantness that went on about 
that. So you can imagine my surprise when I was contacted by Liz Hodgson (whom 
I’d met a couple of times on Bouvier days with our previous beloved Bouvier, Keira). 
She spoke to me about the possibility of our adopting Tanzo. Even while I was on the 
phone, my husband was saying to me, Yes! Well take him!
But....we have a cat....Tom...who is very much part of the family. Tom had been a half 
feral teenage cat who used to pop in for a quick meal. Then one day, he decided that 
actually, he wanted to live with us, moved in, tamed Keira and became a McDermott. 
I chatted to Liz about this and she said that although Tanzo hadn’t lived with a cat, 
she was sure that he would adapt. (Liz later told me that she’d made enquiries and 
that, in fact, he had been known to chase cats!) And so the preparations began. My 
first call was to Thineke Momplé, who is an animal behaviourist in Paarl, that I know 
well and I trust her methods and advice. She said that with a lot of patience and time, 
it could work, but that if it didn't, I should have a Plan B. Liz said she would be my 
backup Plan B! That she would take him if things didn't work out between Tanzo and 
Tom.  

OK the shop had insurance and although the club did not have exact records of the 
sizing etc of the trophies luckily we had the lovely newspaper photo.
According to Bastel's size we measured all the trophies and had enough info for our 
insurance claim......what a relief!!!
Bastel lived happily until 14 and a half years of age before he crossed he rainbow to 
await all of us...... I'm sure he's a happy chappie, ..always was.

So my next call was to our local SPCA 
to borrow a crate. I needed to have a 
safe space to put Tanzo when we 
couldnt supervise, especially at night. 
Fortunately, from his show days, Tanzo 
was used to being crated. This crate 
was huge! I had to rearrange and move 
furniture out of our lounge to fit it in, but 
thought that the lounge would be the 
best place for him to get used to us. 
When Tom was with us he would be 
safe. Tanzo would be able to watch Tom 
come and  go and  sit  on my  lap  in the 
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thoughts like that! Well, I needn’t have worried. Tanzo is the sweetest, gentlest soul 
in the whole world. Liz took me to the airport to collect him. He obviously was 
extremely stressed when he arrived. Thineke was at the house waiting for us. I’m 
also so grateful to her. She stayed with us for about 2 hours, giving us lots of advice 
and helped us with the introduction of Tanzo and Tom. One of the main points was 
that Tanzo needed to be able to learn self control with regards to accepting Tom, that 
it shouldn't be a forced discipline.
At first, when Tanzo got too excited in the crate, we would just lower a blanket so the 
he couldn't see Tom. Once he’d settled, wed lift the blanket again. At no stage, ever, 
was there any shouting or scolding. We fed Tanzo lots of treats when Tom was 
around. If he got too excited when he was out of the crate, we would put him in it 
again, until he calmed down. Tom too, was contained at times during the day. He 
was closed in the bedroom where he slept, so that Tanzo was able to move around 
freely. In the beginning, we made sure that we always watched them when they 
were together. Then, one morning, I opened the door of the crate where Tanzo slept 
and went into the kitchen to make coffee. I came back into the lounge, and there was 
Tom, lying in the crate with Tanzo. What a breakthrough moment!
In the course of the next month, there were many more breakthrough moments. The 
time came when I was relaxed with the two of them being alone in the house, but 
Tom still got chased when he was outside. Fortunately, it was just a chase. No 
malice, just the chase.
And then, after about 2 months, I realised that there was peace in the land. Tom and 
Tanzo had become friends and family. The crate was returned to the SPCA. They 
both now have the run of the house, sleeping in our bedroom at night. In fact, Tom 
now often bosses Tanzo. For example, he’ll take over the spot where Tanzo is 
sleeping. After all, he is a cat! Looking back, I am amazed how quickly and smoothly 
their friendship and acceptance of one another took place. I know that Thineke’s 
advice and expertise is the reason. Calmness and positive reinforcement and 
consistency. Never any aggression, in any form, from us.
I have many other stories about Tanzo. When he arrived he was so stressed, 
overweight with dull eyes, and was pretty listless. The poor chap had been through a 
lot since Debbie’s passing. But now I’m amazed how quickly he settled in with us. 
(When I think back, I can’t believe that its only been 7 months. It feels as though he 
has always been here). 
I remember things like the first time he barked. That was so exciting! His walks and 
rides in the car  a daily highlight! How his self confidence has grown. And mainly just 
about what a wonderful addition he’s been to our family. He has brought us so much 
joy. I know that he is happy and settled. He has regained that boisterous love of life 
that all Bouviers possess. But THIS story is about Tanzo and Tom.
Finally, I really want to thank both Liz Hodgson and the Snashall family for entrusting 
this wonderful boy to us. We love him very dearly!
PS. You may not recognise him now. His show hair cut is long gone. He lives in hot 
Wellington, and runs in the open field with his dog friends on his walks, where there 
are grasses and all manner of prickles, so a long coat is just not practical.
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10 REASONS
WHY MY DOG

IS MY VALENTINE peta.com

Valentine’s Day is the day when we cherish our loved one’s and shower them with 
affection. We each choose a valentine and make every effort to show that special 
someone just how much we truly appreciate him or her. But who says that someone 
has to be human? For everyone who’s in love with a furry, four-legged canine, let’s 
take a moment to reflect on why were so crazy about our dogs this Valentine’s Day.

1. My dog is always in the mood to cuddle.

2. My dogs presence is like a constant high five.

3. My dog never complains about my cooking.

4. My dog never leaves the toilet seat up.

5. My dog enjoys long walks on the beach.

6. My dog gives me gifts.

7. My dog keeps me warm at night and never steals the covers.

8. My dog doesnt fight with me about what show we should watch on TV.

9. My dog shares my belief that theres never a wrong time for a nap.

10. My dog loves me unconditionally.

So hug your dogs this Valentine’s Day!
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GOD'S
GARDEN

God looked around his garden And found an empty place
He then looked down upon the earth And saw your tired face.

He put His arms around you And lifted you to rest
God's garden must be beautiful He always takes the best.

He knew that you were suffering He knew you were in pain
He knew that you would never Get well on this earth again.

He saw the road was getting rough And the hills were hard to climb
So He closed your weary eyelids And whispered: "Peace be thine."

It broke our hearts to lose you But you didn't go alone
For part of us went with you The day God called you home

“It is the most unselfish act in all of life
to let go that which we have found beloved”

In loving memory of Florida who crossed to Rainbow Bridge
at the age of 13 years.

Beloved furkid of Frik, Rene and Chantal Bezuidenhout.

Kate McGhan
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Training a new puppy can be frustrating. With the possibility of accidents in the 
house and destruction of your belongings, overwhelmed pet parents often resort to 
yelling. What was once thought of as harmless mild punishment-style training is 
now proving to have lasting effects on our beloved companions. Its time to think 
twice before yelling.
With the variety of training schools and resources that are available to us, it’s 
important to understand the most common forms of training styles that are offered at 
dog training academies. When you are researching methods, you will often find 
these two common styles of training:
Positive reinforcement/Reward training: This type of training is commonly 
known as reward based, force free, and clicker style training. This method is done by 
establishing a marker for correctness and timing, and then reinforcing the behaviour 
with a treat or play time. For example, consider the process of using a clicker to 
teach your dog to sit. By using your clicker each time you'd like your pup to pay 
attention, they will soon realize that once the clicker is out it’s time to listen up if they 
want a treat! When they sit on command, you award them with a click, followed with 
a treat. By using positive reinforcement, you get a well-trained pup that is eager to 
please. This process is of course more involved with each new command, but the 
basic premise is a command followed by a marker then a reward.
Negative reinforcement/Discipline training: This type of training is based on 
asserting dominance on your dog through fear of punishment. This could be yelling, 
leash pulling, hitting, prong or shock collars, or any other form of corrections during 
training in an effort to teach them basic obedience. While this technique may have 
come first in the world of dog training, it is now shown to have lasting effects on a 
dog’s mental well-being.
The Study
Most studies on dog behaviour and punishment training have been performed on 
police and military dogs, so it was time to see how our furry companions felt about 
our training styles. To find out how true companion dogs reacted to punishment, the 

NEW STUDIES SHOW THAT
YELLING AT YOUR DOG

CAN HAVE HEARTBREAKING
EFFECTS by Amber LaRock
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scientists at the University of Porto in Portugal recruited 42 dogs from reward-based 
training programs which used food or play as rewards, and 50 dogs from negative 
reinforcement style training that included yelling and leash jerking.
In order to accurately measure their stress levels, each dog had their saliva tested 
for the stress hormone cortisol before and after training, as well as had their training 
sessions recorded.
The short term results of more fear based training left the dogs with higher levels of 
cortisol in their saliva during training, as well as at home in the following hours after 
their training sessions. They also displayed physical examples of stress such as 
licking their lips and yawning. Dogs with positive reinforcement training did not 
experience any spikes in their cortisol levels or stress related body language.
It’s clear that your choice of training methods can have an instant impact on your 
dogs stress level, but how about the long term effects?

Long Term Effects
To find out if their training styles had lasting effects, the team studied 79 of the dogs’ 
reaction to a food reward. First, they trained each dog to associate one side of a 
room with a tasty sausage treat. If the bowl was present on that side of the room, it 
would contain a sausage. The bowl on the other side of the room would always be 
empty.
They then placed an empty bowl in different positions between the two extremes 
and measured how quickly each dog would approach the new bowl.
Researchers separated the two types of dogs by listing them as either pessimistic or 
optimistic. The optimistic dogs had reward style training while the pessimistic dogs 
received mild punishment during their training. The researchers explained these 
two variants as glass half full vs glass half empty types of personalities.
An optimistic dog would eagerly approach the bowl hoping to find a delicious 
sausage, while the pessimistic dog would approach the bowl slowly and seem a bit 
more uneasy.
The pessimistic dogs also happened to be associated with separation anxiety and 
multiple behavioural problems. The more severe the punishment-based training 
they received, the more drastic the results.

The Result
This study proves that our style of dog training can have lasting impacts on our furry 
friends. Though the effectiveness of training style were not addressed, nor which 
option is better, it’s clear that the lasting impact on a dog is quite sad.
“Critically, our study points to the fact that the welfare of companion dogs trained 
with aversive-based methods appears to be at risk”, say the Researchers
Some studies have even shown that reward style training may help our dogs better 
understand their training process versus just being fearful of an action. 
No matter which method you choose to abide by, its now clear that reward training is 
much better for your dogs happiness and mental health.

“ our style of dog training can have lasting impacts”
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Reward style training is also thought to be more effective in the sense of instilling 
obedience in every situation. In fear-based training, dogs often associate one pet 
parent or person with fear of possible punishment. By using this training method, 
your dog may not follow commands in situations that dont involve you.
By using reward style training, every person with a command brings the possibility 
of a reward!

Summary
As pet parents, it’s up to us to provide a life filled with love and comfort for our furry 
friends. By focussing on reward style training, we can help our dogs understand the 
basics of obedience training without the fear and stress that can come along with 
punishment style methods.
Though our dogs can come with their own set of frustrating quirks, they can be 
addressed in a kind and fear-free way. The next time you have the urge to yell at your 
furry BFF, remember that their happiness and comfort lies in your hands.

As pet parents,
it’s up to us

“ ”

STRESS
AND

DECOMPRESSION

fromDogminded

When dogs experience stressful events their body undergoes a stress response 
(also known as ‘fight or flight’) during which the sympathetic nervous system is 
activated and stress hormones, including adrenaline and cortisol, are released.
The following physiological changes occur: dilated pupils; increased heart rate & 
blood pressure; increased threshold for pain; inhibition of digestion, immune, and 
reproductive functions just to name a few.
It takes about 60-90 minutes for the body to clear the stress response (this can be 
longer for some dogs). During this time your dog may be unable to focus, respond to 
cues, or eat.
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After all, if someone is running after me with a machete I won’t be too inclined to sit or 
look at you or solve even the simplest of math equations. There's no time for that.
The stress response is activated by physical or psychological stressors, and by the 
anticipation of them.
Chronic stress, i.e constant activation of the stress response and spikes in stress 
hormones will lead to long-term immune system suppression, impaired healing, GI 
distress, changes in metabolism, reduced response to vaccines, and reduced 
ability to learn.
In fact, evidence shows that dogs living with chronic fear and anxiety have shorter 
lifespans. Stress can literally kill.
When we talk about keeping dogs under threshold and reducing their stress by 
reducing their exposure to triggers, this is why. It’s not a matter of opinion or 
convenience. It’s not optional. It’s simply imperative.
As is decompression. Allowing dogs adequate time to recover from stressful events 
by providing rest and activities that encourage relaxation is essential.
We can’t expect to change our dogs’ behaviour without changing their environment, 
as no behaviour occurs in a vacuum. We have to look at the bigger picture and 
stress reduction and decompression are a central part of it.

Andy Rooney

 “The average dog is a nicer person
than the average person.”



MIYA’S MESSAGE

Today was one of those days that should be written on the back of a calendar! It 
started off fine. It was a lovely day, not too hot and we set off on our daily early walk at 
the park. It takes us a bit longer now because the people are back at work and so 
there are more cars on the road, but it’s still only about 10 minutes away.
We parked the car and had a really nice walk. The grass is VERY long because they 
say there is no money to cut it so the tractors haven't been there for a long time. As 
you know we are not little dogs and when I go exploring all that can be seen is my tail, 
waving above the grass and I jump like a rabbit to keep an eye on which way Denise 
is walking. Actually I hope they don’t come for a while because the guineas have laid 
their eggs and if the cutters come they will all get smashed, although it’s quite scary 
sometimes when they fly up right under my nose.
It’s also wet early in the morning. Sometimes because it’s rained and sometimes 
because the Jews have been there (at least that is what I was told, It’s the Jew that 
makes the grass wet!) although I’m not sure why.
Well, we finished our walk and came home to have our breakfast and I had just 
settled down for a nice snooze when Denise called me outside and showed me to 
get on the table to be brushed. OK. I can have a nice relax while she's doing it and I 
might be lucky and get a snack or two if I’m good. 
This is when things started going downhill! 
You see, I HATE having my feet touched and can usually get away with it if I just keep 
pulling them away, or tucking them under me if I’m lying down. If I do it enough, she 
will eventually just give my feet a brush, which is not that bad, and leave the 
combing. Not today. It was the full works. And then my face was brushed, combed, 
plucked and de-knotted (I’d had a lovely bone to chew and was keeping some spare 
in my beard). Finally my collar was put back on and I heard the welcome words,   
OK! so off I jumped.
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Now for my interrupted snooze. Dream 
on. But not literally. Out came the leash. 
When a leash is put on in the house it 
means only one thing - a walk down the 
passage and the dreaded words, Get 
in. The ‘in’ being into a bath of water. 
L i ke  a  good  pup ,  I  comp l i ed . 
Reluctantly, but I complied.
My only retaliation here is to shake as 
often as possible, put on my best hang-
dog look and lean against Denise to 
make sure that she gets as wet as I do. 



Finally, after a cursory towelling down, the OK! and I hopped out, shook myself in a 
last act of a proverbial thumbing of the nose, and ran down the passage and outside 
for a roll on the newly mown lawn, then onto the couch. But I’m a forgiving soul and 
when I was called to again get onto the table, I happily did so and got  a light 
brushing.
Now to finish my snooze? But I was called to get into the car. Oh, boy, this was better 
than a snooze and off we went. But not in the direction of the park, rather through 
town to a place that smelled of lots of other animals called the SPCA. 
Now before anyone gets the wrong idea, I was not there to stay, although sadly lots 
of dogs were, and I trotted inside happily getting lots of oohs and ahs and admiring 
looks (and was actually glad I was clean and sweet smelling!). Out we went to the 
back and met a friendly guy who talked to me and patted me .....then proceeded to 
jab me in my neck and then the backside with a sharp needle! It’s for your own good, 
didn't cut it! Nor did the assurance that this would last for three years. Time to go 
home!
And so here we are, back home. Finally I’ll be able to catch up on my zzzs once I’ve 
finished this and hope that Denise feels bad enough about all I’ve been through 
today to take me for a late afternoon walk at the park just as the guinea fowl are 
coming back to their nests, just begging to be chased.
All that I can say is that if today had been a fish, I’d have thrown it back!!

STRAY DOG FOLLOWS CLIMBING EXPEDITION TO 
BECOME FIRST TO REACH

HIMALAYAN
SUMMIT

by Harry Cockburn,
Independent Newspaper

Mera, a cross between a Tibetan mastiff and a Himalayan sheepdog, scaled 
Baruntse, a 23,389-foot peak in Nepal’s Himalayas, just south of Mount Everest. 
The stray dog  is believed to have become the first of her species to ascend a 7,000 
metre high mountain.
After befriending climbers on a mountaineering expedition in Nepal, joining them as 
they  were descending from the summit of the Mera Peak nearby, she accompanied 
them as they made their way up Baruntse. The 45-pound animal crossed a glacier 
and made a beeline past other climbers for the group’s leader Don Wargowsky, he 
told Outside magazine. For the next three weeks he shared his tent with the dog, 
giving it a sleeping pad and a jacket to use as a bed.
Due to the prevalence of rabies among some dogs in Nepal, strays are often not 
treated with much care, but Mera apparently won over the sherpas accompanying 
the mountaineers with her excellent climbing skills.
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They'd never seen anything like this happen. They said she was a special dog, that 
she brought luck to the expedition, Mr Wargowsky said. Some even thought she 
was blessed.
At one point the dog was unable to follow the climbers and spent two nights alone on 
a glacier as high winds raged. Mr Wargowsky was convinced she would be unable 
to survive, but when two sherpas had to return in that direction they encouraged her 
to cross the difficult section. Eventually she was able to follow the climbers and 
continue her ascent.
At a later point Mr Wargowsky tied her up at a base camp as the next section of 
climbing involved travelling along a ridge with vertical snow and drops of thousands 
of feet on either side. But Mera chewed through the rope and caught up with the 
team in less than an hour, he said. 
At the next base camp, bad weather closed in and Mr Wargowsky and Mera shared 
his tent for four days, with the mountaineer sharing his meals with the dog. When 
they finally set out for the summit at 2am, Mr Wargowsky left the animal sleeping in 
his tent. She reportedly slept until morning and then caught up with the team, 
crossing terrain which had taken the mountaineers seven hours in just two.
On the final ridge the dog ran ahead of the climbers, who were moving slowly due to 
the rarified air at high altitude. Despite fine weather, the wind-chill factor also meant 
it was around -20C. “I’d never been on top of something like that with a dog. She was 
leaning up against me and wanting to be petted. It was pretty surreal”, Mr 
Wargowsky said.
Although he was unable to fly the dog out of Nepal. she has been adopted by the 
expedition’s base camp manager, Kaji Sherpa.

CANINE PARALYSIS:
The condition in which a person is unable to

move due to the presence of a
dog on his or her lap  

ESRA



WARNING ABOUT
EFFECTS OF DIFFUSERS

By Courtney Pochin /Marianne-Whyte

A dog owner has shared an important message for fellow pet owners after an everyday 
item in her home turned out to be toxic for her dog and made him very sick
Marianne's dog began acting strangely. Dogs can be very inquisitive and love sniffing 
around items in the home. There are many things you probably keep out of reach of your 
pampered pooch, but there are a few things you likely didn't think could cause much harm 
- such as the diffuser that keeps your house smelling nice.
But it turns out that the scents wafting around the room can actually make your pet very ill. 
Marianne Whyte from New Zealand has taken to social media to issue an urgent warning 
to her fellow dog owners after her pup was poised by an essential oil diffuser. Certain 
essential oils are toxic for dogs.
In a viral post on Facebook , she said: "Saturday night I got home late and my dog didn't 
recognise me. Being a nanny, I thought I woke him up and he was having a night terror. 
"Sunday he was still acting weird.
I realised that I had been running my new diffuser and decided to turn it off. Sunday 
afternoon he was feeling better."
However the next day, the dog sitter informed Marianne that the little guy had refused to 
come out from under the bed. When she returned home from work, her beloved pet once 
again seemed to not recognise her. She continued: “I took him to the emergency vet. It 
turns out that the tea tree oil I was using in the diffuser is toxic for dogs.”
Thankfully the test showed that his liver was ok, but we weren't out of the woods yet. He 
was given fluids under his skin to get the toxins out. The vet and the poison control are 
saying that they see these cases often now that the popularity of essential oil is growing.
"Please make sure that the essential oils you are burning are not toxic for your pets."
Marianne went on to share a long list of the oils dog owners should avoid, they were:

Birch (Betula)
Bitter Almond (Prunusdulcis)

Boldo (Peumusboldus)
Calamus (Acoruscalamus)

Camphor (Cinnamomumcamphora)
Cassia (Cassia fistula)

Chenopodium (Chenopodium album)
Cloves (Syzygiumaromaticum)

Garlic (Allium sativum)
Goosefoot (Chenopodiummurale)
Horseradish (Armoracia rusticana)

Hyssop (Hyssopus sp. with the 
exception of Decumbens)

Juniper (Juniperus sp. with the exception 
of Juniper Berry)

Mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris)

Mustard (Brassica juncea)
Oregano (Origanum vulgare)

Pennyroyal (Menthapulegium)
Red or White Thyme

Rue (Rutagraveolens)
Santolina (Santolinachamaecyparissus)

Sassafras (Sassafras albidum)
Savory (Satureja)

Tansy (Tanacetum vulgare)
Tea Tree Oil (Melaleuca alternifolia)

Terebinth (Pistaciapalaestina)
Thuja (Thujaoccidentalis)

Wintergreen (Gaultheria procumbens)
Wormwood (Artemisia absinthium)

Yarrow (Achilleamillefolium)
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You cannot share
your life with a dog

and not know
perfectly well

that animals have
personalities,

minds
and feelings

Jane Goodall
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MYTHS ABOUT
DOMINANCE/WOLF BEHAVIOUR
AND HOW IT RELATES TO DOGS

By The American Society for Veterinary Behaviourists

For those die-hards that still believe in the scientifically de-bunked 'alpha' and 
'dominance' theory with dogs... Here is a position statement from the American 
Society for Veterinary Behaviourists. 
My dogs greets me by jumping up, steals food behind by back, tries to climb 
onto my lap to be petted and often ignores me when I call him to come to me. 
Are these signs of dominance?
NO THEY ARE NOT!
In animal social systems, dominance is defined as a relationship between two or 
more individuals that is established by force, aggression, and submission in order to 
gain priority access to resources.
Most unruly behaviours in dogs occur not out of the desire to gain higher rank, but 
simply because the undesirable behaviours have been rewarded. For instance, 
dogs jump on people and climb into their laps because when they do so, they get 
attention. Similarly, dogs fail to come when called if they are being rewarded by the 
objects or activities that are distracting them.
Even stealing food when humans are not watching is not a play for a higher rank. In 
the wild, lower-ranking animals steal resources when higher-ranking animals are 
not around to guard the resources. This is an alternate strategy for obtaining the 
resources they want. Those who are rewarded by success are more likely to 
continue stealing in this manner.
Because dogs are related to wolves, we should use wolves as a model for 
understanding dogs.
While we can get ideas of the types of behaviours to study in dogs based on what we 
know about wolves, the best model for understanding the domestic dog is the 
domestic dog. Dogs have diverged significantly from wolves in the last 15,000 
years. Ancestral wolves evolved as hunters and now generally live in packs 
consisting most often of family members.
Pack members cooperate to hunt and to take care of offspring. In a given year, 
generally only the alpha male and alpha female mate, so that the resources of the 
entire pack can be focussed on their one litter. Dogs, on the other hand, evolved as 
scavengers rather than hunters. Those who were the least fearful, compared to their 
human-shy counterparts, were best able to survive off the trash and waste of 
humans and reproduce in this environment.
Currently, free-roaming dogs live in small groups rather than cohesive packs, and in 
some cases spend much of their time alone. They do not generally cooperate to 
hunt or to raise their offspring, and virtually all males and females have the 
opportunity to mate. Marked differences in social systems, such as those just 
described, inevitably lead to notable differences in social behaviour.
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I hear that if you think a dog is dominant, you should roll him on his back in an 
"alpha roll" and growl in his face because that's what an alpha wolf would do.....
In a pack of wolves, higher-ranking wolves do not roll lower-ranking wolves on their 
backs. Rather, lower-ranking wolves show their subordinate status by offering to roll 
on their backs. This submissive roll is a sign of deference, similar to when someone 
greets the queen or the pope by kneeling. Consequently, a more appropriate term for 
the posture would be a submissive roll or greeting.
Even if wolves don't roll subordinates on their back, it seems to work in some 
cases...
Should I try it anyway if my dog is aggressive?
The most common cause of aggression in dogs is fear. Pinning a dog down when he is 
scared will not address the root of his fear. Furthermore, it can heighten the 
aggression. In fact, a recent study of dogs found that confrontational techniques such 
as hitting or kicking the dog for undesirable behaviour, growling at the dog, performing 
an "alpha roll," staring the dog down, and enforcing a "dominance down" frequently 
elicited an aggressive response from the dog. The aggression may also be redirected 
toward inanimate objects or other animals or people besides the owner. Even 
non-physical punishment, such as a harsh verbal reprimand or shaking a finger at a 
dog can elicit defensive aggression if the dog feels threatened by it.
I have heard that to be the leader, you have to go through doors first & always 
walk in front.
In a wolf pack, the highest-ranking wolves only lead the hunt a fraction of the time. 
Furthermore, when they are hunting, they do not keep a tight linear formation based 
on their rank.
Since the alpha goes first, should you eat before your dog?
Higher-ranking wolves don't necessarily have priority access to food. Once a wolf has 
possession of food, he may not give it up to another wolf regardless of his rank. When 
food is not yet in possession of either wolf, ritualized aggression (snarling, lunging) 
may still occur, with the higher-ranking wolves usually winning.
Feeding dogs random treats, or treating whilst training will cause them to 
become dominant.
Even among wild animals, the sharing of food does not relate to dominance. Adult 
wolves frequently regurgitate food for puppies. Males of other species frequently 
court females by bringing food to them.
Giving a dog a treat when he jumps up or barks at you can result in unruly behaviour. 
However, this does not teach him that he is higher ranked or has priority access to 
resources. If you would like to teach him to wait politely for a treat you can wait until he 
sits or lies down patiently and then give him a treat.
Will growling or trying to bite a dog or making a claw with your fingers mimic 
what a wolf does when he growls at or bites a subordinate?
There are no studies on this. However, as an experiment, you might ask a friend who 
has been bitten by a dog whether poking him with your fingers bent in claw formation 
has an effect that's similar to when he was bitten, or whether your growling or biting 
seems similarly ferocious.
In general, we shouldn't assume that our actions mimic those of a dog or a wolf. 
Rather, we should evaluate each of our interactions with our pets and observe their 
responses to determine how the pet perceived it.
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DOGS GROW UP FAST,
THEN SLOW DOWN

Everyone knows how to work out how old a dog is in human terms: simply multiply its 
age by seven. But while this crude formula is based on a logical-seeming premise 
(the fact that the human lifespan is about seven times longer than that of a dog), 
researchers have pointed out that the method fails to reflect the different rates at 
which the two species age, as reflected by changes in their DNA  using the so-called 
epigenetic clock test.
The team at the University of California, San Diego compared the DNA of Labradors 
and humans, and found that in their early years, dogs age far more rapidly than 
humans. An eight-week-old puppy is equivalent, in terms of biological ageing, to a 
nine-month-old human baby, but by the age of one, a dog is already 30 years old, 
and by the time its two, its over 40 in human years. After that, however, a dogs 
epigenetic clock slows right down: in the next ten years, it accrues only the 
equivalent of two decades of human ageing, according to the study (which has yet to 
be peer-reviewed). According to the teams graph, by the time a dog is four, its over 
50. But at six years old, its still only 60; and only when a dog is nearly 12 does it hit 
the equivalent of 70 human years.

Dogs can’t do dishes, pay the bills, fold laundry
or take out the trash. But they can fill

up our lives with indescribable joy
and that’s indescribably precious.
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HUNTERS, HERDERS, COMPANIONS: 
BREEDING DOGS HAS 

REORDERED THEIR BRAINS
The Harvard Gazette

Harvard researcher Erin Hecht published a paper which found that canine brains 
vary based on breed.
Canine research lends insights into understanding the evolution of the human mind
Erin Hecht, speaking as both scientist and dog lover, explained how her interests 
came together:
They beg to be analysed, said the assistant professor of neuroscience in the 
department of Human Evolutionary Biology. You find yourself constantly thinking 
about what goes on in their heads.
Hecht, has published her first paper on our canine comrades in the Journal of 
Neuroscience, finding that different breeds have different brain organizations owing 
to human cultivation of specific traits. Using MRI scans from 63 dogs of 33 breeds, 
Hecht found neuroanatomical features correlating to different behaviours such as 
hunting, guarding, herding, and companionship. Sight hunting and retrieving, for 
example, were both tied to a network that included regions involved in vision, eye 
movement, and spatial navigation.
In my career so far, there have been a couple times when you look at the raw images 
and know there is something there even before you do statistics. This was one of 
these times, she said. I was like Holy cow! How come no one else has done 
this?Hecht isn't entirely sure why dogs have not been long considered proper study 
subjects, but she theorises that its easy to dismiss what lies at your feet.
It was weird to be doing this back in 2012. When I told people, some would say, Oh 
that's cute, she said. It took a long time to convince other scientists and funding 
agencies that dogs could really tell us something about brain evolution.
Hecht came to researching dogs by way of a side project while in graduate school at 
Emory University studying human brain evolution. Seven years ago, she found 
herself watching a nature show about domestic dogs and selectively bred Russian 
foxes. The scientist studying the dogs and foxes discussed genetics and evolution, 
but there was no mention of neuroscience.
I thought, How is this possible? No ones thought about looking at their brains, Hecht 
recalled.
She reached out to Lyudmila Trut at the Institute of Cytology and Genetics (part of 
the Russian Academy of Sciences) in Siberia. Trut connected her with researchers 
working on domesticated foxes, who gave her a half dozen brains for a pilot study. 
Around the same time, Hecht found Marc Kent, a veterinary neurologist at University 
of Georgia College of Veterinary Medicine, who shared dozens of MRI scans of his 
four-legged patients.
I had this data set and felt lucky I had access to it, she said. After a couple of years, 
the [National Science Foundation] funded the study to continue studying dogs and 
these foxes.



Sitting in her office above the Museum of Comparative Zoology, flanked by her own 
Australian shepherds, Lefty and Izzy, Hecht said she and her collaborators were 
able to see that the breed differences weren't randomly distributed, but were, in fact, 
focussed in certain parts of the brain. They examined variability, pinpointing six 
networks of the brain where anatomy correlated with types of processing important 
for different breeds: reward, olfaction, eye movement, social action and higher 
cognition, fear and anxiety, and scent processing and vision.
There were some surprises. For example, skill in hunting by scent was not 
associated with the anatomy of the olfactory bulb. Rather, this skill was linked to 
higher-order regions that are involved in more complex aspects of scent processing, 
she said. Its not about having a brain that can detect if the scent is there. Its about 
having the neural machinery to decide what to do with that information.
Hechts lab also studies brain evolution in humans, but she said continuing the dog 
research provides a window into understanding the human mind.
Border collies are amazing at herding, but they aren't born knowing how to herd. 
They have to be exposed to sheep; there is some training involved. Learning plays a 
crucial role, but there's clearly something about herding that's already in their brains 
when they are born. Its not innate behaviour, its a predisposition to learn that 
behaviour. That's analogous to what goes on with humans with language. They dont 
pop out of the womb being able to speak, but clearly all humans are predisposed in a 
very significant way to learn language. If we can figure out how evolution got those 
skills into dog brains, it might help us understand how humans evolved the skills that 
separate us from other animals, she said.
To that end, Hecht is now studying dogs specifically bred for performance. With the 
help of Sophie Barton, a Ph.D. candidate in the Graduate School of Arts and 
Sciences, the lab is currently recruiting a number of working dog breeds, including 
highly skilled German shepherds engaged in schutzhund (military obedience) 
training, border collies who compete in herding competitions, retrievers who excel at 
field trials, and more. They are studying both champion dogs and their low-skill 
littermates.
Were looking for animals raised in the same environment where, for whatever 
reason, one has excelled and one dropped out, she said.
That will give researchers a better sense of how recent evolution of dog brains 
shaped the anatomy inherited from their ancestors, even if it’s an evolutionary eye 
blink. And, as for the question she gets asked most What’s the smartest dog? Hecht 
has the science to back up her diplomatic answer.
This research suggests there's not one type of canine intelligence, she said. There 
are multiple types.
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LETTER PAGE

A wonderful magazine as always, many thanks to all involved in its production!

Kind regards 
Alison Kamffer

Interesting and informative as ever, and love the new masthead and lay-out

Best wishes 
Janet Hogg

Dear Liz
Thank you for sharing the newsletter. It was wonderful to hear all the news and all so 
beautifully presented but also some sad news from all sides I suppose.
We would like to continue supporting by paying membership fees but obviously 
can't participate physically that we are now based in Cpt.

Kind Regards 
Vinho, Richard and Charlotte Ingram

What a Fantastic day I've had. My new mom and dad had planned to have me with 
them with a family who have dogs at Christmas, but my new vet said that my 
immunity was not enough so we four (don't forget my new sister-cat Seren), were 
Darby and Joan with the plunge pool built Just 4 Me.(not too shabby don't you 
think?). Anyway back to today. Mom and Dad had met Arthur. He has passed exams 
and is very cleaver and socialised whatever that means, and is graduating in the 
new year. PLUS he is immunized (what a big word) which means that we, his Mom 
and my Mom and Dad, planned a play date. I thought I'd died and joined the rest of 
the rapture team! Between sleeping I helped garden, fix the gurgling BooBear Pool, 
feed Henry the sociable Spurwing Goose, 16 guinea fowl chicks (which I am told to 
love and not chase). Fished. Walked my sister-cat and then had my first night out, 
eating like my brother (whom I did not know) Bob did countless times, at favourable 
restaurants. It is only by God's design that our perfect dog shares our lives. Oooo. 
Snoring time has come. 

Nighty night.
BooBear Johnson



SHOULD I WORRY ABOUT CLEANING MY
DOGS ANAL GLANDS?

by Karen Tietjen

Maybe you've noticed that your dogs behind has been noticeably smelly. Perhaps 
you've seen your dog scooting. You may have even heard that the area needs some 
cleaning on a regular basis. Should you be concerned that his or her anal glands 
need to be expressed?
We at iHeartDogs asked Dr. Michel Selmer, DVM, CTCVMP, about if and when we 
should consult a vet. Also known as The Caring Vet,Dr. Selmer is a Certified 
Veterinary Food Therapist (CVFT) who uses principles from Traditional Chinese 
Veterinary Medicine (TCVM) to treat his patients.
In the words of Dr. Selmer  “Dogs have 2 small glands adjacent to their tush: anal 
glands. These glands produce a stinky brown fluid. Stinky may be an 
understatement this stuff could knock you off your feet!”
Each dogs anal gland discharge has a unique odour to that specific dog. In essence, 
it is the dogs business card, the way dogs can mark territory, and/or to identify each 
other. These glands are supposed to empty at the time of a bowel movement. But if 
they dont empty properly, it that can lead to uncomfortable and painful impaction.
If you see your dog scooting, licking or biting at his/her rear end, constipation, 
straining or pain during a bowel movement, or an bad odour from your dog’s tush, it 
may be a sign of an anal gland impaction. If you see these signs, be sure to contact 
for veterinarian for immediate treatment.
If you do not see these signs, there is no reason for you to express his/her anal 
glands. Small, obese dogs are more prone to having problems with their anal 
glands, but any dog with a gastrointestinal disease that results in diarrhoea, soft, or 
thin bowel movements can lead to anal gland impactions.

10 Owner on floor, dog in bed.
 9 Stop begging and actually get a seat at the dinner table.
 8 Give up the dream of ever catching my tail.
 7 Bark like a big dog but still get cuddled on lap like a little dog.
 6 Get back at cat for litter box incident.
 5 Find every bone I ever buried.
 4 No more haircuts! (Come fall, I can go as a Komondor for Halloween).
 3 Become alpha dog in my house. Well, at least stop letting the cat push me around.
 2 Invent goggles that allow me to see the electric fence.
 1 Finally pass that darn Canine Good Citizen test.

Top 10 Resolutions by Dogs include:
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All I need
IS COFFEE

AND MY DOG
IT’S TOO
PEOPLEY
OUTSIDE

12 SIGNS YOUR DOG
IS TRULY HAPPY

by Kristina Lotz

We all wish our dogs could talk  it would make things so much easier. Even though 
they cant speak we can tell how our dogs are feeling by the way they act. If you are 
wondering if your dog loves the life you are giving her, check out these 12 signs that 
may help you determine if your dog is happy.
#1  Relaxed Eyes
According to the ASPCA When your dog is relaxed and happy, his eyes will be their 
normal shape. Pay attention to the way your dogs eyes look when doing different 
activities or during different times of the day. You'll start noticing the differences and 
will be able to read your dogs mood better.
#2  Relaxed Mouth
The ASPCA also says to look at their mouth. When your dog is relaxed and happy, 
he’s likely to have his mouth closed or slightly opened. Again, pay attention to the 
changes in your dogs body language to read his mood. Note: a dog that is panting 
with their mouth open could be hot or stressed. This is not a happy dog.
#3  Comfortable Ears
Also look at his ears. The ASCPA notes that a happy, relaxed dog will hold his ears 
naturally. Again, this will depend on your specific dog, with a lot depending on his 
breed and where their ears sit.
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#4  Tail Carriage
Another part of your dogs body language is in his tail. You can tell if your dog is 
happy by the tail carriage. According to the ASPCA, when your dog is relaxed, hell 
hold his tail in its natural position. If he’s feeling happy, he may wag it gently from 
side to side.
#5  Relaxed Body
The last of the body languages, look at your dogs overall body  are the muscles 
relaxed? Even a dog that is playing and bouncing around wildly will have a relaxed 
body carriage with weight evenly distributed if they are happy, says the ASPCA.
#6  Is Not Destructive
Destructive dogs are usually bored, are you happy when you are bored? Not 
usually. So a content dog is much less likely to chew on your shoes or eat your 
couch. Instead, he chews on his toys.
#7  Eats Well
While some dogs are pickier eaters than others, a happy dog is going to want to eat. 
If your dog refuses to eat, something may be wrong medically, or your dog could be 
suffering from loneliness. Did his favourite person just leave for college or did you 
lose your other dog recently?
#8  Is Active
Dogs are not cats. They shouldn't sleep 20 hours out of the day. And while age and 
health plays a factor, a happy dog should be up and moving for a lot of the day  
exploring things, chewing on toys, etc. If your dog is unusually quiet, something may 
be wrong.
#9  Solicits Attention
A happy dog will want to spend time with his family and will come to you for attention. 
Of course, there are differences in personalities that need to be taken into account, 
but for the most part, a happy dog wants to hang out with his people.
#10  Is Healthy
Your dogs health is a great sign of whether he is happy or not. A healthy dog is a 
happy dog! If your dog has something ailing him, get it checked immediately so he 
can return to happy as soon as possible.
#11  Gets Excited!
Does your dog run to greet you when you get home from work? A happy dog gets 
excited about things like dinner, you, playing, walks, etc.- whatever it is that your dog 
loves. If your dog never gets excited, there could be something wrong and a trip to 
the vet may be needed.
#12  Sleeps Well
When it is time to sleep, does your dog pick a comfy spot and drift carefree into his 
dreams of chasing squirrels or eating bacon? A happy, relaxed dog will sleep well. 
Stressed dogs wake up, get up, pick a new spot, fall asleep and then repeat. They 
are not relaxed enough to get into a deep sleep, which could cause health troubles. 
Talk to a vet and/or a dog trainer about how to get your dog relaxed and happy so he 
can sleep well
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WHAT EVERY DOG PARENT
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THEIR PUP'S

LUMPS & BUMPS 
by Dina Fantegrossi

Big lumps, small lumps, hard lumps, soft lumps, etc. Dogs are prone to a wide variety 
of lumps and bumps, especially as they get older. Some are just a part of life, and 
others are cause for concern.
If your dog has a new or changing lump, make note of:
- Whether the lump appeared suddenly
- Whether its shape, colour, or size has changed
- Whether there are changes in your dog's behaviour, appetite or energy level
Schedule a visit with your vet. He or she will do a full exam and determine if treatment 
or a biopsy are warranted. Finding a lump on your dog can be a frightening 
experience. Our brains are conditioned to fear the worst, especially when it comes to 
those we love.
It is always best to seek veterinary attention should you discover a new growth on 
your pooch, but it may help to know that less than half of the lumps and bumps dogs 
develop are malignant or cancerous. Should you discover an unfamiliar growth on 
your dogs skin, schedule a visit with your veterinarian. If your pup seems tender in 
that spot or you notice rapid growth, redness, swelling, or pus, ask for an expedited 
appointment.
The vet will do a full exam and determine if a biopsy is warranted.  The following are 
the most common types of lumps and bumps vets diagnose in dogs:

Lipomas
Lipomas are often referred to as fatty tumours, and that's exactly what they are: 
benign deposits of fat. They occur most often in dogs that have reached middle age 
or older and are considered a natural part of the aging process. Lipomas can appear 
anywhere on the body, but are most common around the chest and ribcage.
They tend to be soft and roll-y beneath the skin. Any dog can develop a lipoma, but 
larger breeds and dogs that are overweight are more prone to them. Lipomas are 
usually harmless and only require treatment if they are in an awkward spot that 
causes the dog pain or affects its mobility.

Sebaceous Cysts
Sebaceous cysts are simply plugged oil glands in the skin, and while unsightly, are 
typically harmless. Many rupture on their own, heal, and never come back. Others 
become irritated or infected to the point that your vet may recommend surgical 
removal and possibly a biopsy. They can occur in any breed, but are seen most often 
in Cocker Spaniels.
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Warts
Warts on dogs are caused by a virus called canine viral papillomatosis. Unlike other 
growths, warts  or papillomas are most common in younger animals. They often 
develop around the mouth, eyes, and between the toes, but can show up anywhere 
on the skin. Warts are similar to lipomas in that they are harmless unless they are 
causing your dog a problem.

Abscesses
Abscesses are accumulations of pus under the skin caused by an infection or some 
type of insect or animal bite. Snakes and spiders are common culprits when it comes 
to abscesses because the bite wounds are easily concealed by a dogs fur, allowing 
the infection to fester.
A dog with an abscess will often experience fever, lethargy and discomfort around 
the site. Your vet will clean, drain, and flush the wound to prevent deeper infection 
and complications. He or she will also prescribe antibiotics to control the bacteria, 
and pain medication if needed.

Tumours
Growths on dogs can be either malignant or benign, sometimes even a combination 
of both. Malignant lumps tend to spread rapidly and can metastasize throughout 
the body. Benign tumours tend to stay in one place and not metastasize, but may 
grow quite large.
Mast cell tumours are the most common skin cancers diagnosed in dogs. 
Even if your dog has undergone a biopsy and the mass is not cancerous, it is still 
important to monitor that lump and periodically check for others. It may help to 
chart the locations and sizes of your pups growths to make it easier to keep track of 
any changes.

DOGS COMMUNICATE DIFFERENT
FEELINGS WITH RIGHT OR

LEFTWARD TAIL WAGGING

A dog can distinguish a happy, friendly pooch from an anxious, threatening one from 
the way it wags its tail. The direction of a dog's tail-wagging reflects how the two 
halves of its brain process different experiences.
Dogs can tell how other dogs are feeling from the way their tails are wagging, 
according to researchers who monitored the animals' heart rate as they watched 
canine movies.
The team found that dogs had higher heart rates and became more anxious when 
they saw others wag their tails more to the left, but not when they wagged more to 
the right, or failed to wag at all.

by Ian Sample
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The curious form of communication is probably not intentional, or consciously 
understood, but is instead an automatic behaviour that arises from the structure of 
the brain, said Giorgio Vallortigara, of the University of Trento.
"It's not something they explicitly understand. It's just something that happens to 
them."
Vallotigara traces the effect back to the way the two halves of the brain process 
different experiences. In a previous study, his team showed that when a dog had a 
positive encounter, such as seeing its owner, activity rose in the left side of the brain, 
which brought about more tail wagging to the right. But a negative experience, such 
as being confronted by an aggressive and unfamiliar dog, had the opposite effect: 
greater activity in the right side of the brain, and more tail wagging to the left.
The effect is barely visible to the human eye because dogs tend to wag their tails too 
fast, but it can be seen with slow motion video, or in some larger breeds that wag 
their tails with less gusto. "In some cases, the bias is so extreme that you can see 
their tails touching the flank on one side but not on the other," said Vallotigara.
In the latest study, the researchers wanted to find out whether the direction of tail 
wagging had any effect on other dogs. To get an answer, they fitted dogs with vests 
that recorded their heart rates, and played them movies of other dogs wagging their 
tails one way and then the other. To ensure the dogs reacted only to tail wagging, 
and not appearance, they repeated the experiment with dogs that appeared only as 
silhouettes.
"When dogs saw other dogs wagging their tails to the right, there was quite a relaxed 
reaction and no evidence of an increased heart rate. But when the wagging was to 
the left we saw an increase in heart rate and a series of behaviours typically 
associated with stress, anxiety and being more alert."
The anxious animals held their ears up, panted, crouched a little and kept their eyes 
wide open. He said biases in tail wagging were hard to spot with the naked eye, but 
the finding might still help to improve animal welfare.
“This paper is extremely interesting from a dog owner's perspective," said Louise 
McDowell, a psychologist at Queen's University, Belfast, who studies how activity 
on different sides of the brain affect animal behaviour. "If a dog wags their tail to the 
left upon reunion with their owner, this may be a cause of serious concern, as it 
suggests that the right hemisphere is activated, which controls for negative 
emotional responses, including fear and withdrawal."
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LAST WAG OF THE TAIL

The opportunity to love a dog and to treat it with kindness is an opportunity for a lost 
and selfish heart to be redeemed. They are powerless and innocent, and it is how we 
treat the humblest among us that surely determines the fate of our souls

- Dean Koontz

Once while riding the bus to work, I noticed a man at a stop enjoying a cup of coffee. 
As we approached the stop, he finished drinking and set the cup on the ground. This 
negligence surprised me, since it seemed to be a good ceramic cup.
Days later I saw the same man again drinking his coffee at the bus stop. Once again, 
he placed the cup on the grass before boarding. When the bus pulled away, I looked 
back in time to see a dog carefully carrying the cup in his mouth as he headed for 
home

- Readers Digest

Never leave home without a kiss, a hug and an I love you. Then remove the dog hair 
from your mouth as you walk to the car

The drive-up window at the bank where Im a teller has an outside drawer to accept 
customer transactions. A woman once drove up with her dog in the front passenger 
seat, and the pet eagerly jumped over onto the drivers lap when the car reached my 
window. He looked excited to see me. Your dog is so friendly! I said to the owner.
He thinks hes at McDonalds, she replied.

-Readers Digest

A dog is not here to reward your ego, to compete with you or to control you. A dog 
responds to who you are, how you feel, what you think and what you do. A dog is 
here to enable you to learn how to be a better YOU and that is a blessing

 - AmiS      

Pups separated from mum at 30-40 days showed increased odds of displaying 
destructive behaviour, excessive barking, fearfulness on walks, reactivity to noises 
and food and toy possessiveness than pups separated at 2 months of age

- Pierantoni et al

A woman called our airline customer-service desk asking if she could take her dog 
on board.
"Sure," I said, "as long as you provide your own kennel." I further explained that the 
kennel needed to be large enough for the dog to stand up, sit down, turn around, and 
roll over.
The customer was flummoxed: "I'll never be able to teach him all of that by 
tomorrow!

- Readers Digest 


